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IS EVERY GATHERING UNTO THE LORD
  

Paul in his letters to young Timothy mainly dealt with the 

change that was coming into the churches of his time.  These 

letters were intended to warn the churches against 

ecclesiasticism, clericalism, ritualism and sacramentalism, 

which later invaded the Church and changed its original 

character.   The Church was in a crisis.  It is the same today.  

Ecclesiastical emphases, rituals and sacraments have entered 

into the Church and deprived it of its original and primal 

character.  The gathering of the saints has consequently 

become something religious, clerical and ceremonial.   

Brethren, our gathering together can also turn out to be 

the same, if we are not sensitive to the move of the Spirit.  

There is no dearth of  gatherings today. One can even say, with 

little exaggeration, that there is a Christian gathering at every 

street corner!  All the leaders believe that they are closely 

following the New Testament pattern of gathering unto the 

Lord.  This is a ‘Great Deception’!   

When God appointed ministries minister Christ, true 

gatherings are born.    This is the only New Testament pattern 

of the gathering of saints.  However, such gatherings are rare.  

The Book of Malachi always reminds us of the Christian 

environment prevailing in this day.  In Israel at that time, there 

were plenty of sacrifices, but the Lord was looking for a pure 

sacrifice.  What was missing was the fear of the Lord and the 

desire to honour the Lord above all else.  A pure offering unto 

the Lord was not found any where.  This is what prompted the 

 

 

 

 

VERSE 
“…and let us not 
hold aloof from 
our church 
meetings as some 
do.  Let us do all 
we can to help 
one another’s 
faith and this the 
more earnestly as 
we see the final 
day drawing ever 
near’  
(Hebrews 10:25 by 
J.B.Philips). 
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Lord to cry out, “Where is my fear and where is my honor?”  

“Where is the pure offering?”  Beloved, His cry today is no 

different! 

Saints of God, please listen to the burden of the Holy 

Spirit.  Today what we see is, its congregation, great numbers 

of individual Christians, resorting to offer ‘praise and worship 

unto the Lord’, without any corporate life and order.  They are 

sincere Christians and zealous individuals.  Their true desire is 

to gather with the saints to praise and worship the Lord.  

However, they come to the gatherings as individuals and go 

back as individuals! There is no ‘corporateness’ in their 

gathering as such; there is no building together; they have little 

relationship with one another. 

A distinguishing feature of today’s gatherings, is the utter 

inability of the members to apprehend anything more than the 

simple elements of salvation.  They have little growth 

potential.  Their knowledge is limited to personal salvation, in 

the sense of forgiveness of sins, peace with God, and the 

rudiments of faith.   Their only dictum is that they have been 

‘saved to save’.  They faithfully attend their favourite 

gatherings for years on end, some even for fifty years, but 

there is little or no sign of any spiritual growth or maturity.  It is 

a ‘church’ or a ‘mission’ where people come together to 

preach and to hear the gospel.  It’s a preaching center, where 

people go and hear a well known preacher.  The ‘Church’ for 

such ones is but a place where people gather in a religious way 

to follow some routines and hear the words of a preacher or a 

teacher.  Such gatherings are far from the true corporate 

expression of a Body and the gathering of His saints. 

All the above gatherings will go on without any opposition 

or with little opposition from the enemy! The enemy is not 

bothered to disturb their complacency, smugness and 

satisfaction. But let there be a movement in the direction of a 

real corporate expression of a Holy Spirit constituted testimony 

to Christ, then the battle is on.  Nothing will be left  untried to 

break up that, discredit it or in some way nullify that 

testimony. Where a gathering is true according to the 

Scriptures, where there is a corporate expression of life, where 

the risen Lord is lifted up, the enemy will leave no stone 

unturned to break it up and scatter or disperse it.  He will use 

cunning tactics to divide, disintegrate or defame every such 



 

assembly.   Beloved, the true representation of the Body is 

fraught with many battles.  Genuine gatherings are a menace 

to the enemy.  They are a threat to his kingdom.  Satan knows 

that the Church, His Body, will one day disposses and supplant 

the world rulers of the darkness.  The enemy knows that the 

Church is destined to govern with Christ and he will not rest 

wherever there is a genuine gathering of saints unto the Lord 
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